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NEWS

AUGUST 2015

CEO Report
JACKIE DENNIS

I
Editor’s Note
RAE MCGREGOR

“It is a truth universally acknowledged
that a single man in possession of a good
fortune, must be in want of a wife.”
This famous sentence opens Jane
Austen’s Pride and Prejudice. What is
truth? This has been a question for many
philosophers, students of religion and lay
people to ponder and to argue and so it is
interesting that in this edition of NZ
Author we have two articles which look
at truth.
One of the joys of being the editor of
this magazine is that I get to see some
marvellous writing which comes through
my inbox and so I am very excited to
share these good pieces with other
writers. Ali Shakir spoke at an Auckland
Branch meeting I attended and I was
interested in his struggle to be published
when he lived in countries which had
despotic rulers so that our efforts here to
be published seem to have silver linings
by comparison.
Nidhi Zac Eipe is a new member and
when I approached her she was keen to
send in a piece of work. I think you will
like her “Truth Matters” which she wrote
while trying to settle in New Zealand and
deal with the vagaries of shipping
companies and the pile of paperwork that
would lead her to her furniture. Writers
are wonderful.
Anyone who has given at talk to a group
but in particular at a school will
empathise with David Hill’s delightful
memory of a day at a primary school. I
think we can all remember occasions
when after considerable preparation for
our event it often never quite went the
way we envisaged.
As the spring comes and the mornings
are not so dark and at last the
thermometer is rising it is exciting to look
at the range of ideas that our association
has put together in the Book Week article
to celebrate our own book week. With the
energy from the warmer spring days,
Branches can start creating interesting
events to continue to promote New
Zealand books and writers.
Good writing to you all.

n the last quarter we have had some
great success in our applications for
funding for NZ Society of Authors. What
we are enjoying, as we plot away here at
National Office, is seeing some of our big
bold plans start to play out.
The most significant funding success is
becoming a Creative New Zealand Toi Uru
Kahikatea Investment Programme
recipient. This is a step up from the Arts
Grants we have received in the past. The
investment programme has given us
confirmed funding for 2016 and 2017,
which which frees us up from applying for
Creative NZ funding in 2016 allowing more
time to work on our big bold plans.
The funding we have secured will
contribute to the cost of our Professional
Development Programme ($59,530 each
year) and some National Office
infrastructure and capability building
costs ($20,000 for 2017 and $19,000 for
2016). Canterbury Branch and Auckland
Branch each secured funds for more
workshops in Christchurch and the return
of the Auckland Writers Lounge.
NZSA is planning to host a National
Writers Forum mid 2016 – more about
that next issue – and Creative New
Zealand has given us some seed funding
towards this. Sponsorship from other
sources is needed to see the dream
realised and that’s not going to be a walk
in the park – but we do love a challenge.
Thanks to two gaming trusts, First
Sovereign Trust and Four Winds
Foundation we have been able to fund the
build of a new website. We are updating
all of the information from our old site
and transferring it across to our more
intuitive and better looking new one right
now. This is all happening thanks to a
team effort coordinated by Operations
Manager Claire Hill.
Right now we have help from our super
smart capable and friendly Global Links
Abroad intern Jordan Ginsberg, here from
the San Francisco Bay area for 6 weeks.
After a meeting with Robert Sullivan,
head of the School of Creative Writing at
Manukau Institute of Technology we were
able to organise a professional practice

placement with Zarina Binda who brought
her positive energy to the office and was
more than capable. Two amazingly
generous students (enrolled in University
of Auckland’s Master of Creative Writing
convened by Paula Morris) also
volunteered their time – thank you to
Caroline Barron and Harley Hern. I am
looking forward to reading the novels they
are working on.
This new website has much better profile
pages for you, the members. Unfortunately
we can’t transfer photos and books from
the old profiles – so it has created the
perfect opportunity for you to update your
profile with your latest publications (always
look on the bright…). We’ll let you know
when it is time to do this.
Thanks to a grant from Pub Charity
Claire has a new computer and printer /
photocopier / scanner. We are now
officially high tech – well, sort of.
Once the website is live we will be
updating our accounting software and
that’s all expected to happen between
now and the end of the year. If there are
little glitches with invoicing, renewals and
website functionality please be gentle
with us!
We have partnered with Hachette
Australia to bring you a new professional
development opportunity – the Hachette
Mentorship Program. It opens Oct 7 and you
can read more about it on pages 6 & 18.
Congratulations to Tui Allen who is now
Northern Districts Regional Delegate for
Hamilton, Auckland and Northland
Branches. She will participate in her first
National Council meeting September 6.
With best wishes
Ngã mihi nui

“
”

Sponsorship from other sources is needed to see the dream
realised and that’s not going to be a walk in the park – but we
do love a challenge.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

And the winner is...
KYLE MEWBURN

The recent New Zealand Book Awards for
Children and Young Adults was an enormous
success. Having the event hosted by the
Governor-General in Government House
certainly added a degree of pomp to the
occasion – once a suitably qualified official
was found to open the front gate to let
the cavalcade of finalists’ taxis through.

U

pon arrival, all the
finalists were immediately
ushered into a private back
parlour to await the official
photographs. This year,
with a revamped Children’s
Choice process in effect,
there was a record number
of finalists which made for a
very crowded room, and an
extended wait, allowing plenty
of time to catch up with old
friends, meet all the newbies
and trade industry gossip. If
we’d only managed to jemmy
open the liquor cabinet, it
would have been the perfect
start to the evening.
With several additional
awards to be presented this
year, the ceremony was
streamlined and kept on a tight
rein. Some might argue it was
perhaps a little too streamlined, leaving only enough time
for the judges to offer insights
into their reasons for choosing
the winners, not the other
finalists as well.

Nielsen Title
Editor, one-stop
service for
publishers
e: pubanz@nielsen.com
www.nielsentitleeditor.com

In the end, though, I suspect
few would question the judges’
final decisions.
Ultimately the evening was
hugely satisfying. As a member
of the Book Awards Trust
(BAT), I’m enormously proud
of what we have managed
under very trying conditions.
Given the continued lack of
sponsorship for the event,
simply ensuring the awards and
accompanying tour took place
at all has been a major
challenge. All the Trustees
have invested an enormous
amount of time and energy
over the last year in an effort to
not only secure the future of

both the CYA and adult awards,
but to revitalise them in the
process. None more so than
Trust Chair, Nicola Legat.
In lieu of a major sponsor,
support by Creative NZ,
Copyright Licensing, Book
Tokens and Christine Fernyhough was also invaluable. As
were the administrative efforts
of Booksellers’ staff, in
particular the indefatigable
Sarah Forster.
While the search for a major
sponsor of the CYA awards
continues, things have recently
started looking much rosier for
the adult awards, with new
sponsorship by the Ockham
Foundation, a new major fiction
prize offered through the Acorn
Foundation and a new partnership with the Auckland
Writers Festival. While an
element of happen-stance often
plays a part, such
developments are mostly the
direct result of an enormous
amount of behind-the
scenes effort.
Though securing funding has,
necessarily, been at the
forefront of BAT’s thinking over
the last year, an equal amount
of energy and thought has been
expended in analysing every
aspect of the awards equation.
The guiding principle behind
every discussion – how to make
the awards more relevant?
Like most of the other
finalists (I suspect), I went into
the awards convinced I had
little chance of actually winning. Just making the finals
was, we all agreed, an
achievement in itself. We

Rick Shera

rjs@lojo.co.nz t @lawgeeknz

Intellectual Property
+ New Media Advice
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“

Just making the
finals was, we
all agreed, an
achievement in itself.
We should all be
congratulated.

”

should all be congratulated.
We are all winners.
Yes, indeed. But...
The Orwellian reality is
though we may all be winners,
some of us are more winners
than others. There are, after
all, only a handful of cheques
handed out. And while we
may write out of love or
compulsion or a thousand
other reasons, only money
pays the bills.
While nothing will ever beat
a big fat cheque, I believe
some of the new initiatives
introduced by the BAT will,
over time, generate
substantial non-monetary
rewards for a lot more writers,
through greater public
awareness and enhanced
engagement. Using the
awards to raise the profiles of
a greater number of authors
and spotlighting a wider range
of titles will, inevitably,
promote larger readerships
and increase sales
For the CYA awards this has
meant a new Children’s
Choice format, with a
complete revamping of the
Author Tour proposed for
next year. While for the adult
awards this quest for greater
relevance and engagement
has inspired both the
Auckland Writers Festival
partnership and a complete
overhaul of the judging
structure and process.
Of course, it is all still very
much a work-in-progress.
There are bound to be
hiccups along the way. Every
innovation is unlikely to work
perfectly first time around.
But it’s a start.
Over time, New Zealand
literature will, hopefully, be
the real winner.

WRITERS AND READERS

Speaking Truth to Power
This is an extract from
President of Honour Philip
Temple’s address at Speakers’
Corner at the Auckland
Writers and Readers
Festival on 16 May 2015.

I

must have been 16 or 17 years old,
a pimply grammar school boy who
had read in the Daily Express,
my stepfather’s rag of choice, an
article attacking the Red Dean,
Hewlett Johnson, Dean of Canterbury,
who was indefatigable in his support of
Communism and the Soviet Union but
whose words were exposed as simple
regurgitation of Soviet propaganda sheets.
He was speaking at Speakers’ Corner in
Hyde Park one Sunday and I took the bus
from my south London home to hear for
myself. He was disappointing. Maybe, in
his 80s, he was losing energy and passion
and was unable to counter the hecklers.
More colourful were the purveyors of mad
religions or independence for obscure
corners of the British Empire. The Soviet
invasion of Hungary in 1956 finally
destroyed the Red Dean’s credibility.
But I was also prompted to go to
Speakers’ Corner by the knowledge that, in
May 1921, my grandfather had been sent
to jail for six months by also promoting
Communism. He had breached the UK
Emergency Powers Act by committing ‘an
act likely to cause disaffection amongst the
civil population’. As a striking coal miner,
he had stood on a soapbox in the market
place of a West Yorkshire town and
preached revolution. ‘You can sweep the
capitalist away quite easily. There is a
beautiful lesson in Russia. If the illiterate
Russian can overthrow the capitalist in ten
days what can you not do with your brains
and intelligence? …. We want to get the
whole of the production of the working
classes into the hands of the working
classes,’ he said. ‘We are out to give

England the revolutionary blood
of freedom.’
Freedom. Freedom, and justice, are the
key words that underpin any speaking of
truth to power. Denial of freedom, denial
of justice is the response of power. Even
unto imprisonment or execution. Because
truths that seriously challenge the people
in power cannot be tolerated. This empty
chair here is symbolic of those brave
writers elsewhere who lost their lives in
the cause of freedom and justice.
I am proud that my grandfather stood
up for what he believed in, even if it
contributed to his early death. I never
met him, but his message of freedom and
justice has stayed with me since I was a
child. I am unlikely to be thrown into jail
if I stand here today and declare that ‘We
are out to give New Zealand the
revolutionary blood of freedom’. Unless,
of course, there are some firearms around
and I set up a camp in the Urewera.
But as a writer, as part of a community
of writers, speaking truth to power can be
expressed in direct action. Like marches
against the Vietnam War, or against

“

My point is that writers have the research, creative and
imaginative skills, along with a knowledge of the human
condition, that makes them especially well equipped to articulate
ideas and values, to promote a cause

”

apartheid, in which authors such as C.K.
Stead and Maurice Shadbolt played
prominent roles. But writers also have the
facility and – I insist – the obligation, to
back street protest with cogent writing,
even directly to the politicians in power.
Or in creative work such as Smith’s
Dream, in which the brutal workings of an
authoritarian state in New Zealand were
imagined. Or my own MiSTORY which
posits a bleak future for us if we carry on
with business as usual.
My point is that writers have the
research, creative and imaginative skills,
along with a knowledge of the human
condition, that makes them especially
well equipped to articulate ideas and
values, to promote a cause. We should
use these skills, if you like, in voluntary
work – as distinct from their professional work – for causes in which we
believe. Other members of the
community give their skills in voluntary
causes – why not writers?
But we do not have as strong a tradition
of writers speaking truth to power as
elsewhere.We have had no Solzhenitsyn,
no Vaclav Havel, no Gunter Grass. It
might be said that’s because we do not
live in a totalitarian state with gulags, or
in a country with great issues of guilt and
responsibility. No, of course not. We live
in an open democracy, don’t we? But the
recent experience of Eleanor Catton
revealed the underbelly of
authoritarianism in our society. She said
that we are ‘dominated by neo-liberal,
profit-obsessed, shallow and money
hungry politicians who do not care about
culture’. For this, she was labelled a
traitor and, because she had received
some Creative New Zealand grant money,
was described as ungrateful and even
called upon to pay it back. As if arts grant
money buys your conscience, gives the
state control. Slap downs, jeering,
sneering, ‘just who do you think you are?’
The media propaganda agents of the
people in power, their proxy dogs, can be
relied upon to attack and ridicule those
who get too close to truth telling.
I applaud Eleanor Catton for having the
courage to speak her truth to power. Not
enough authors today have that courage,
that willingness, to say what they think, to
step out of line. Because many fear that if
they do, somehow their career prospects,
their access to funding streams, or
participation at the tables of literary
continued over
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decision may all diminish or disappear. I
was at a gathering of writers once who
were told by a minister of the arts that if
we didn’t stop complaining then less
money would be available for literature.
This kind of threat, direct or indirect, is
employed from time to time.
More often, simple but deliberate
neglect is practised by those who, as
Catton says, ‘do not care about culture’.
Over the last seven years, for example,
the money available for the Public
Lending Right has been frozen and the
executive responsible for this, the
National Librarian, has been reduced
from a CEO answering directly to a
minister, to a third tier executive inside
one of New Zealand’s largest government
departments. This has implications, of
course, not only for the welfare of writers
but also for the welfare of our wider
cultural heritage.
Worse for writers is the scandalous
situation where only 10% of Creative New
Zealand’s budget is devoted to literature
– that is, across all fronts of literature
spending, including support for such

“

I was at a gathering of
writers once who were told
by a minister of the arts that
if we didn’t stop complaining
then less money would be
available for literature.

”

events as this festival. Less and less is
spent on supporting the creation of new
innovative work, for imaginative and
challenging writing. As the literary world
becomes more and more corporate, more
money goes to the agents of marketing
and promotion, towards the presentation
of product. Not the nurturing of talent.
And, as Eleanor Catton discovered, if
you are judged to bite the hand that
feeds you, the agents of power will stalk
you. Let them. They will not be stopped.
But neither should we be stopped, ever,
from speaking truth to power.

Hachette Mentoring Program –
In partnership with The New
Zealand Society of Authors
SOPHIE HAMLEY

S

everal years ago, when I was a literary agent, I was a guest of New Zealand Book
Month. During my visit I had the chance to talk to several New Zealand writers and
also to meet the then CEO of the New Zealand Society of Authors (PEN NZ Inc). It
was clear that New Zealand had many passionate writers – and also passionate readers
– but it was less clear how those writers could find a pathway to publication. There
were very few literary agents in NZ and while local publishing was well supported by
readers, there were limited options for publication.
Once I started working at Hachette in late 2014 I had the opportunity to discuss an
idea of establishing a mentorship programme with various writers centres around
Australia – specifically, the writers centres in states where the publishing industry did
not have much of a presence, if any, and where writers might never have contact with
the industry. Previous discussions with writers centre directors in those states had
revealed that many of those writers felt isolated, to the extent that they were not even
submitting their work anywhere. I felt – and so did the company – that we should give
those writers an opportunity to have direct access to the industry as well as offer some
professional development in the form of a mentorship.
We also felt that writers in New Zealand should have the same opportunity, and not
only because Hachette has an office in Auckland. Just as there are writers around
Australia who have been creating manuscripts that have never been seen by anyone
but which assuredly deserve to be, there would be writers in New Zealand in the same
situation. We want to see that work. It could be literary fiction, commercial fiction,
genre fiction (romance, crime, thriller writers, that means you); non-fiction, whether
it’s memoir or written on a specific subject, or young adult fiction.
We hope that by working with New Zealand Society of Authors writers in this way,
we can not only give that access to the industry but also give information that can be
helpful in the development of a writing career. And we’re very much looking forward to
seeing the submissions.

FREEDOM OF SPEECH

Truth Matters
NIDHI ZAK EIPE

“The first obligation of a
writer,” said Wendell Berry,
“is to tell the truth – or to
come as near to telling it as is
humanly possible.”

H

emingway exhorted
himself to write just
one true sentence – the
truest sentence he knew
– and all would be right
with his occupation and his world.
Faulkner claimed that “a writer’s only
responsibility is to his art,” so much so
that “if a writer has to rob his mother,
he will not hesitate; the ‘Ode on a
Grecian Urn’ is worth any number of
old ladies.” Eudora Welty elevated art
and the individual artist to lofty heights,
asserting “Art, though, is never the voice
of a country; it is an even more precious
thing, the voice of the individual, doing
its best to speak, not comfort of any sort,
but truth.”
Truth: that elusive touchstone, that
seductive muse; history teems with
writers who praise its virtues. But could
it be that a writer owes allegiance to
something more than the honest truth?
Recently, I attended a public
conversation with the writer Guillermo
Arriaga. Arriaga, award-winning
screenwriter of hard-hitting
contemporary films including Babel, 21
Grams and Amores Perros, is a
self-confessed devotee of Faulkner and
emphatic believer that the sole onus on
the writer is to tell the story in the best
way. At the end of the session, an
aspiring young Mexican writer told
Arriaga that he would like his own work
to bring about change in the political
situation in Mexico. Arriaga’s response
was immediate, brusque: “First of all, as
a writer, it is not our job to help people.
There are better ways to do that.” I could
almost feel the questioner’s conscience

collide with my own. Surely, a writer’s
obligation cannot be only to his work, but
also to the world from which that work
emerges and in which it finds its place?
Then Arriaga softened, alluding to a
political novel he had written a decade
ago yet had chosen not to publish. “I
didn’t want to give them any ideas,” he
said, referring to the perpetrators of
violence in his home country. “If I had
published it at that time, people would
have said – Oh! He foresaw all of this
[happening today] years ago. But I didn’t
want to give them ideas.”
Arriaga’s afterthought reflects his acute
awareness of the potential for life to
imitate art, and his decision echoed some
subconscious sense of civic and ethical
solidarity that other writers, artists and
thinkers appeal to more explicitly. Noam
Chomsky, celebrated as one of the most
important and influential intellectuals of
our time, pegs the writer squarely as a
moral agent. “The responsibility of a
writer as a moral agent,” he says “is to try
to bring the truth about matters of human
significance to an audience that can do
something about them.” Writing, in this
instance, becomes more than an act of
(truth) telling, but a call to act itself – a

“
”

“The responsibility of a writer as a moral agent, is to try to
bring the truth about matters of human significance to an
audience that can do something about them.

means by which to engage humanity on
issues that concern us all equally, a
project with a wider purpose: to harness
our talents in service of the common good.
Perhaps nowhere is the injunction for
writers to speak the truth more clearly
evident than in the celebrated ideal of
journalism. Here, one is tasked with
reporting what exists, in the most
objective manner possible, to be a mirror
for the world. But what exists is a
function, in part, of what one sees. It
depends on the degree of clarity, perception and focus with which one
approaches the act of seeing. As a writer,
one has the ability not just to tell it as
one sees it, but to create an understanding which might not yet exist, to
conceive of something and allow it to
float like a seed on the breeze, to envision
a possibility into being. To convince
others of the validity of this view is the
unique privilege of the writer. And in the
process, perhaps, to uncover a truth that
lies hidden at the heart of words.
Whether an unfailing commitment to
truth alone can lead us to that discovery
is debatable, what is indisputable is that
the best kind of storytelling does change
the world. It holds that peculiar universal
capacity to move people: helping us to
rejoice in the brightest and integrate the
darkest aspects of our experience. Which
is a fitting call for the 21st century: not
only to tell the true story, but to tell the
right kind of story in the best sort of way
– one that the world needs to hear.
THE NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR #302 SPRING 2015
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Freedom of speech and
linguistic diversity:
a New Zealand perspective

DANA WENSLEY

others’ and in doing so
they are saying ‘that we
do not exist’.v
This year there’s been a lot
At the close of the 40th
of talk about freedom of
Anniversary of the first
Mãori Language Week, it
speech. New Zealand currently
was concerning to hear
ranks 6th in the World Press
experts such as Dr Timoti
Karetu (the first Mãori
Freedom Index collated by
Language Commissioner)
Reporters Without Borders.
and Mãori Development
That’s a good place to be
Minister, Te Ururoa
Flavell voice concerns for
given that the index ranks the
the future of Te Reo
performance of 180 countries.
Mãori in this country. Since 1978 PEN
has advocated strongly in favour of
reedom of speech is a
linguistic diversity, playing a leading role
pivotal means by which we
in the creation of the Universal
engage in society, exercise
Declaration of Linguistic Rights (1996).
our democratic freedoms,
The Declaration proclaims equality of
educate, debate, entertain,
linguistic rights, and considers collective
and inform and connect with others, both
and individual dimensions of linguistic
within, and between, societies.
rights to be inseparable. In 2011 PEN
But there’s a dark side.
developed a 10 point document as a tool
As we saw with Charlie Hebdo, free
to defend and promote linguistic rights
speech can cause offense. The written
around the world. The Girona Manifesto
word can be used as a means to construct
states that linguistic diversity is a world
debates, justify views that reinforce
heritage that must be valued and
stereotypes, and excuse perspectives that
protected.
are far from innocent. Was this the
Has an emphasis on freedom of speech
sentiment echoed by former Mãori party
for the written word in the New Zealand
candidate Derek Fox, shortly after the
context missed the larger point? In
massacres at Charlie Hebdo, when a
recording oral traditions and committing
whirlwind of controversy attached to
them to writing, have we lost the ‘felt
his statement:i
ideas’ associated with the rich oral
‘Power cultures all like to use the
traditional Mãori culture, such as
old chestnut of freedom of speech
gesture, intonation, kinship with the
when they choose to ridicule people
speaker, rhythms of language, and the
who aren’t exactly like them, and
possibility of new versions.vi And to what
extent have we assumed that the
i Paris terror attacks: Derek Fox slammed for ‘disgusting’ Facebook post. http://www.nzherald.
Western construct of free speech can be
co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11383623
planted into our society without
ii Ward, J; Information Relative to New Zealand, London (1839) J.W. Parker, pp 62-63. 		
See discussion in Timothy McCreanor, ‘When Racism Stepped Ashore: Antecedents of Anti-Mãori alteration or modification?
Discourse in Aotearoa’ New Zealand Journal of Psychology, Vol 26. No 1, June 1997.
As we consider freedom of speech in
iii Anne Salmond, Two Worlds: First Meetings between Mãori and Europeans, 1642-1772,
the unique context of New Zealand with
Auckland (1991)Viking, p 95
its rich history of indigenous oral
iv Patricia Grace, ‘Books are Dangerous’ a paper presented at the 4th early childhood convention,
tradition, perhaps it would be well to
Wellington, NZ (1985)
v See discussion in Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Decolonising Methodologies: Research and Indigenous bear in mind the following (from The
Matriarch by Witi Ihimaera):
Peoples (2012) Zed Books
vi Jane McRae, A Book in the Hand: Essays on the History of the Book in New Zealand; Auckland
All truth is fiction, really, for the teller
University Press (2000)
tells it as he sees it, and it might be
different from some other teller. w
Join the discussion at http://www.danawensley.com/
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they get away with it.’
Is it possible that
freedom of speech in the
New Zealand context has
been used as a means to
harm? The written word
has often done a disservice
to Mãori, as early colonial
writings demonstrates:ii
‘They [Mãori] are dirty
in their persons and
sometimes overrun with
vermin…Their most
conspicuous passion is
war, and they kill and sometimes eat
their vanquished enemies scalping
and exhibiting their heads
as trophies…’
European explorers defined Mãori and
shaped the way others viewed them from
initial interactions. As Anne Salmond
writes, early explorers packaged Mãori
into groups:iii
‘One was the image of the bestial
savage, sometimes gigantic and
physically monstrous as well as
brutally cruel, which derived from
mediaeval bestiaries and theories of
demons. The other was the ‘savage’ as
the innocent, happy child of nature,
free from corruptions of ‘civilised’
society, the Utopian inheritor of the
biblical garden of Eden.’
Is this why some Mãori writers have
been less than glowing in their views of
aspects of New Zealand’s literary history?
Books, Patricia Grace has argued, are
dangerous to indigenous readers.iv They
have the power to ‘tell us only about

FREEDOM OF SPEECH

Sinking in the Quicksand of Words
Why writing isn’t always a healthy thing to do.

I started writing eight years ago. At age thirty-eight, I was a
confused immigrant, overwhelmed with conflicting
thoughts and emotions.

I

ALI SHAKIR

t was never an easy decision to
leave Baghdad but violence and
anarchy had swept through the city
of my birth and I felt like a stranger,
a foreigner living in a strange land.
I went to Jordan first, stayed there for
two years and then came to New Zealand
where I am now a naturalized citizen.
The first months of the journey were
the hardest. I had to go through drastic
changes on almost a daily basis, many of
which were quite disturbing. Reminiscence became my defence mechanism
to reassure myself that I still had an intact
mind. Memories haunted me day and
night. I started taking note of a widening
gap between the space and time in which
my physical being existed and those
through which my mind constantly
roamed. Trying to find a way out of the
schizophrenic conflict raging inside I

thought I needed to build a bridge
between my past and present. I decided
to write.
The act of sitting down and divulging
my true feelings seemed like a huge
challenge at the time. The pen trembled
in my fingers I had to take a long pause
and a deep breath. Writing the exact
opposite of my conviction was what I
used to do for many years in Iraq. In my
numerous essays I had called Saddam
Hussein a genius, a benevolent leader
and a victor. I hated myself for being a
hypocrite but I didn’t have a choice. To
say that I loathed the president and could
not bear the sight of him and that he was
a vicious psychopathic dictator would not
only have meant failing my exams in
school and university, but also I would
have lost my life as well as the lives of my
next of kin. It had happened to thousands
of people in our then Ba’ath-led country

that my generation had grown accustomed to keeping our mouths shut and
locking up our opinions very deep inside.
When my first article was published in
a renowned news website and readers
started leaving feedback comments I
realised that it was the end of my
architecture and art resume. Writing was
what I wanted to do fulltime for the rest
of my life. The thick dam wall had
cracked, releasing stories, endless stories
that stampeded to be told, but writing
down a story is not as easy as it would
seem, especially if it’s about people we’ve
known, loved and lost to war, or even
incidents that changed our perception of
politics, religion and or life at large.
My narratives had to preserve the
solemnity of the occurrences in question
and the characters associated with them
without sounding too melodramatic or
unappealing to contemporary readers,
who – and I’m no exception – are
becoming increasingly impatient and
demanding. Also, I had to be very careful
with choosing my words and structuring
them lest they misinterpret the slightest
continued over
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FREEDOM OF SPEECH

‘Finding The Forgotten God’
(Day Star Books).

Mind Body Spirit
BOOK AWARDS

And the
winners
are...
UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPT
CATEGORY WINNER

from page 9

$10,000 SINGLE AWARD

Rohana Ulluwishewa

‘Spirituality Demystified’
BOOK CATEGORY WINNER
$10,000 SINGLE AWARD

Ron Hay

‘Finding The Forgotten God’
(Day Star Books)

Congratulations to all this
years entrants
www.awct.org.nz/bookawards.asp
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body gesture or facial expression, which
would do the entire story an irrevocable
injustice. I felt as if I had watched a
moving silent film and was now expected
to report all the details to a blind friend.
I spent five years deriving fulfilment
from writing at least a half page every day,
but even that wasn’t always attainable. My
brain would frequently shut down, leaving
me in the awkward position of begging for
inspiration. When my book A Muslim on
the Bridge was finally released, I breathed
a big sigh of relief and decided that my
next project was going to be a novel. I
thought it was about time that I explored a
less intense genre of literature than
memoir or political non-fiction, unaware
that I was like an addict, switching from
one drug to another.
A major side effect of novel writing was
that the power of creating characters,
experimenting with their lives and
controlling their destinies intoxicated
me. I no longer felt the need to meet and
socialize with actual friends because I
had my fictitious, more stimulating and
obedient friends/characters, with whom I
was travelling, dreaming, laughing and
crying, loving and hating and even taking
revenge. We shared an intimate world of
our own, a self-sufficient one.
The desperate need for writing a half
page daily continued, but things became
much more complicated because my brain
had started simulating the operating system on my laptop. I was thinking and
living in windows, some English, others
Arabic. For instance, if I happened to be
writing at the library and one of my librarian friends passed by and asked me
about my week, it would take me a few
seconds to minimize the brain window I’m
working on, open a new one and possibly

switch languages too. By the time I answered they had already been and gone.
I didn’t know how immersed I was in my
imaginary realm and how many years of
writing and how my years of writing had
converted me into a written, rather than
spoken being until I learned of my father’s
death a couple of months ago. Tongue
tied, I made wretched sounds over the
phone that was neither speech nor groan.
I then ran to my computer, clinging to the
faint hope that I would be able to reverse
fate as I used to do in my novel. The
doctors at the hospital miraculously
saved the old man’s life, he is home now
safe and sound, I was going to write but
could not. ... My father is gone, is what I
wrote instead. Only then did I grasp my
loss and wept like a little boy.
Now that Cafe Fayrouz my novel in
Arabic has been published and despite
the fact that I still have many stories yet
to be shared, I’m convinced that I need to
put my obsession with words and
sentences to bed for a while and go back
to living an actual life with all the banality
and nuisances that entails. I don’t want to
run the risk of losing my sanity or
whatever vestiges might have remained of
it. Still confused between going back to
the university to pursue my post graduate
studies or finding a daytime job, the mere
thought that I’m still capable of pulling
myself out of the quicksand and treading
on solid ground again gives me comfort. I
hope I’m not acting like an alcoholic who
would go for one last hurrah before he
quits drinking but eventually never does.
The need to make this written confession
is by itself a worrying sign.
Ali Shakir first talked to the members of
Auckland Branch about his difficulties of
being published in Iraq – another interesting story. This article will also appear
in the October 2015 issue of The Writer.

PUBLISHING

How to avoid the perils
of writing too many words
Manuscript assessor SUE REIDY discusses what you can do if your novel is too long.
New novelists are often
surprised to learn that the
length of the average novel
is just 80,000-90,000 words.
A top literary novel might
be only 70,000 words. But a
surprising number of authors
have approached me to
assess manuscripts of up to
130,000 words and longer.

A

nd why have they written novels
that are too long? They didn’t
know how and when to stop
writing, they didn’t realise they
shouldn’t exceed 100,000 words, or they
believed that the quality of their work
justified a longer novel.
To justify a word count substantially over
the average novel length, your novel will
need to demonstrate exceptional writing
quality and embody a highly original idea.
This is a big ask of any writer.
I appreciate that writing a debut novel
is a huge challenge, one that is undertaken in solitary, in a feedback vacuum
over many years. It can feel like a very
steep learning curve. But it is a rare novel
that isn’t improved by being tightened and
reduced in word count.
THE CONSEQUENCES OF AN
EXCESSIVE WORD COUNT
• A more expensive manuscript
assessment – The cost is determined by
the word count and it increases
proportionately every 10,000 words.
• Additional production costs for the
publisher (or self-publisher) – The
greater the word count the higher the
production costs for copy editing,
design, typesetting, proofreading and
printing. If you self- publish, which most
new authors find is their only option,
then it will be you who pays a bill that is
much higher than it needs to be. This
fact alone should give you pause for
thought, particularly as most local
self-published authors are unlikely to
cover their production costs through
sales, let alone make a profit. Few new
writers appreciate this reality.

• Publisher resistance – In a very tough
local publishing climate with few fiction
publishers, your chances as a new
writer of finding a publisher willing to
read a manuscript of over 100,000
words are low.
• Fewer readers and sales – If you’re not
an exceptional and/or original writer, if
your book is not accepted by a
traditional publisher and you selfpublish, even your nearest and dearest
might struggle to read a manuscript of
well over 100,000 words.
HOW TO CUT THE FLAB
• Eliminate excess sub-plots – Remove
any sub-plot that’s not essential to the
story.
• Eliminate some superfluous
secondary characters – Assess if your
novel could do without some minor
characters. Are you clear about whose
story you’re telling?
• Tighten characters’ dialogue – Ensure
that every line of dialogue is crisp and
reveals character or progresses the
narrative.
• Check if you are over-explaining –
Give credit to your readers’ imaginations.
• Are your descriptive passages too

“
”

...it is a rare novel that isn’t
improved by being tightened
and reduced in word count.

long? – Again, write just enough to
build atmosphere and establish
backgrounds – and no more.
• Are your characters’ conversations too
lengthy? – Include only what you’ll
need to develop and reveal character or
to progress the narrative.
• Is your plot too meandering? – Are
you sufficiently clear about your focus
for the novel? Each scene has to earn
its place; it has to serve a purpose in
the overall narrative.
• Have you written your one-page
synopsis? – If not, write one, it will
become your road map for writing. It
will help you to clarify what your novel
is about and why you’ve written it. A
tight synopsis will also help you to see
where to cut any unnecessary subplots.
• Show, not tell – Are you writing too
much exposition?
• Read aloud – Adopt the habit of
reading your work aloud. This will
enable you to quickly identify any gaps,
jarring notes or overwriting and to spot
opportunities for cutting. It will also
help you to judge the cadence of your
sentences.
• Revise, revise, revise – New writers
are often surprised when I inform
them that what they have submitted
for assessment falls into the category
of a rough first draft. Numerous drafts
of a novel are required to polish the
text, nuance characters and refine the
narrative structure.
• Learn how to edit your own work
– You can become more proficient at
this with practice, by studying other
writers’ work and by reading your work
aloud. Be ruthless. Check that there is
variation in the structure and length of
your sentences and paragraphs. Look
for the rhythm in your writing.
If you have tried all of these approaches
and your novel is still too long, consider
enrolling in a creative writing class or
commissioning an assessment. Check out
the writing textbooks available at your
local library. I particularly recommend:
Self-editing for Fiction Writers: How
to edit yourself into print, by Renni
Browne & Dave King, second edition
published by HarperCollins, NY, US, 2004
sue@suereidy.co.nz
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Should I
sign this?

standard and reasonable. If
you are going to be away or
some event is taking place
in your life during the prepublication period, let the
publisher know in timely
fashion so they can establish
their schedule accordingly.

JOAN ROSIER JONES takes
us through some of the pitfalls
of a publishing contract.

Publication date

Many contracts today state
that the book will be published
‘within a reasonable time’. This
is too vague. Your reasonable
time and theirs could differ
wildly. Within twelve or
eighteen months is fair.

E

very year NZSA is asked to check
out an increasing number of
contracts. Some are complicated,
while others contain common pitfalls.
Even if you have signed contracts in the
past, some of these pitfalls are relatively
new and need consideration.

Royalties

Length of contract

In the past contracts expired and rights
reverted to the author when the book was
deemed to be out of print. Today, with
print on demand, a book is effectively
never out of print, so the contract should
be for a finite period. Three to five years
is enough time for a publisher to exploit
the potential of a work. The contract can
state that it is renegotiable, and if the
publisher has done well by the author, and
if the relationship is mutually beneficial,
then a further short-term contract could
be signed.

Territories/licence

Most New Zealand publishers want world
rights, though few utilise them. This can
be negotiated, especially if you already
have had expressions of interest from
other countries.

Moral Rights

We all know about copyright. It is vested
in the author as of right. However the
moral rights have to be asserted. There
are two moral rights – the right to the
integrity of the work and the right to
attribution. Many publishers will put on
the copyright page –
‘The author has asserted his/her moral
right’ (singular) – but which right is it?
Publishers are afraid of the integrity
right because they think it will prevent
their editing the work, but if you make it
clear that you are only asserting that
right after publication, there should be
no problem. Asserting this right
prevents anyone from taking your work
out of context and generally ‘monkeying’
around with it. The right to attribution
means that you must be acknowledged
as the author of the work.

Remaindering and pulping
The remainder clause should also
include the words ‘pulping’ and/or
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‘destruction’. Some publishers do not
remainder their slow-selling books.
Instead, they clear their warehouse
shelves for new stock by destroying
the remaindered stock. There are two
other factors here – the length of time
before this can occur should be stated,
certainly no less than one year. In this
respect, also, the author should be given
first right to buy the remaindered copies
at a nominal price, and be given ample
time to raise the money.

Subsidiary Rights

Don’t let the publisher have all your
subsidiary rights if you think you could
exploit them more effectively yourself.
In most cases, it is rare that publishers
seek out subsidiary sales. Many rights
are sold thanks to the author’s efforts.
E-books are part of the subsidiaryclause package these days, but do
state ‘by agreement’, not a percentage,
and don’t agree to ‘any method as yet
unknown’.

Illustrations

Most contracts state that the author
pays for illustrations, but ‘unless
otherwise mutually agreed’ should be
in this clause. Paying for illustrations
can be expensive and a shared cost, or
the publisher bearing full costs is more
acceptable. If the publisher suggests
and insists on illustrations, then the
onus should be on them to arrange for
purchase and permissions.

Proof corrections

You should be given enough time to
complete these. A fortnight seems

With large book retailers
demanding bigger discounts
on books, many publishers
are offering the author a
royalty of a percentage of
their net sales. This must be
a greater amount than the
10% of recommended Retail Price (RRP)
which has been the norm in the past. It
should be no less than 15 – 17.5% of net
to be roughly the equivalent of 10% RRP.

Review of accounts

It is customary for a clause allowing the
author to examine the publisher’s record
of accounts if they feel it is necessary.
Many contracts stipulate ‘within the
current sales period’, but this is not
sufficient. There are, albeit rare, instances
of the discrepancy in payment going
further back than the last accounting
period. There should be no time limit on
this while the book is still in print.

Option for future works

As one publisher said once, ‘You can drive
a bus through that clause.’ Nonetheless
if your book sells well, your publisher
will want to be involved in more of your
work. You can give them first option, with
a time limit on a response, or exclude
that clause.
Some things we have to accept –
traditionally the publisher has the
final say on the design of the book and
the cover, but adding ‘in consultation
with the author’ does give you a say
in matters. Publishers generally have
control over production, pricing, and
publicity, but you can help there if you
have any ideas to promote your book, and
it is certainly to your advantage to work
cooperatively with your publisher on this.
Remember – a contract is a point from
which to start negotiating. Read your
contract carefully, and don’t be afraid to
bring up any issues you feel strongly about.

PUBLICITY

Nielsen Book services for
publishers and authors

– why more information counts.
We have never had so much information and
entertainment at our fingertips thanks to the Internet.
So how do you get exposure for your book in the
clutter of cyberspace? Easy – contact Nielsen Book!
NEVENA NIKOLIC

I

ncreasingly it is a great time to be
a self and independent publisher in
New Zealand and this sector is rapidly
growing in response to recent changes in
the New Zealand publishing landscape.
Nielsen Book thought it timely to let
you know why it is important to list your
titles in the Nielsen Book database. In
a nutshell, to gain access to thousands
of customers worldwide! Publishers
who supply Nielsen with new product
information immediately gain visibility for
their books on the international market.
Nielsen Book licenses the book records
that have been supplied to them via a
range of BookData services to all major
retailers in NZ, AUS, UK, Ireland and
worldwide, including Amazon and
Waterstones plus wholesalers, library
suppliers and libraries so that your books
are made available to the key book buyers
in over 100 countries.
There are two main ways in which your
titles gain exposure. First, Nielsen helps
your title with search and discovery via
BookData Online, our flagship database of
books and related products currently
holding over 25 million titles. This service
offers bookstore and library subscribers
fast and efficient search and discovery of
up-to-date, comprehensive and
content-rich book information. All the key
retailers, libraries and library suppliers in
New Zealand such as Paper Plus,
Whitcoulls, Fishpond, Wheelers etcetera
subscribe to this service to find their book
information. Our second key service is
Record Supply − all the major online
retailers in New Zealand and worldwide

subscribe to Nielsen data to populate
their websites. We provide your book
information to all these online retailers
allowing the reading public to find and
purchase your book.
When supplying Nielsen with
information about your book ensure that
you have given the data the best chance
to sell your book – don’t just send a one
sentence description for example – make
it a complete and full book description.
Our research shows that publishers and/
or authors that provide Nielsen Book
with enriched metadata (a buzzword that
means ‘data that describes other data’)
for their title records will increase their
sales up to sevenfold. In the digital world,
metadata determines whether your book
is found and by extension whether your
book is bought. Up to 55% of a book’s
sales could depend on having all the key

“
”

Increasingly it is a great time to be a self and independent publisher
in New Zealand and this sector is rapidly growing in response to
recent changes in the New Zealand publishing landscape.

enhanced metadata elements in place.
Metadata is especially important for
ebooks, because sales depend almost
entirely on the discoverability that it
enables.
The benefits of supplying Nielsen Book
with rich content is self-evident and by
doing so you ensure thousands of book
buyers worldwide can find and purchase
your book(s) easily. So what constitutes
good metadata for books? Here is a
comprehensive list to help you when
supplying us with information about your
book: title, cover, word count, page
count, weight, format, blurb, tagline,
keywords attached to those (e.g. which
words summarise the book best?), retail
price (RRP), publication date, review
quotes, sales points, territorial rights, BIC
code, ISBN and of course, the author’s
name.
A listing of your title(s) with Nielsen
Book is free and the service is available to
all authors and publishers, small or large.
As soon as you have all the key metadata
elements in place: ISBN, cover jpeg, book
description, author biography, availability
and RRP, get in touch with us. It is never
too early to list with Nielsen Book − in
fact the sooner the better − as many
retailers receive ‘forthcoming’ title
information to populate their website for
pre-orders. A little time spent planning
and writing good book metadata now will
repay you with increased discoverability
and sales.
To list your title(s) contact Nielsen Book
in one of the following ways:
• Email Georgina.Main@nielsen.com –
you will need to fill in a form about
your title(s) and supply a cover jpeg.
• Register for Nielsen TitleEditor – go
to www.nielsentitleeditor.com. For
queries please contact: pubanz@
nielsen.com
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Kindle Unlimited has changed
AN OVERVIEW BY THOMAS RYAN

Information sourced from
an analysis by Author
Marketing Experts,Inc.

I

f you haven’t heard the news yet,
Amazon has made changes to Kindle
Unlimited beginning July 1, 2015.
They are going to be paying by page
read for books that are in the Kindle
Unlimited service. If you aren’t familiar
with Kindle Unlimited this is Amazon’s
“Netflix” service for books: you can rent
books for a set fee per month.
If you’ve self-published and your book
is in their KDP Select programme you
are automatically in the Kindle
Unlimited system.
So let’s look at what Amazon is
changing. Here is the information from
their website:
“The author of a 100 page book that
was borrowed and read completely
100 times would earn $1,000 ($10
million multiplied by 10,000 pages for
this author divided by 100,000,000
total pages).
The author of a 200 page book that
was borrowed and read completely
100 times would earn $2,000 ($10
million multiplied by 20,000 pages for
this author divided by 100,000,000
total pages).
The author of a 200 page book that
was borrowed 100 times but only read
halfway through on average would
earn $1,000 ($10 million multiplied
by 10,000 pages for this author
divided by 100,000,000 total pages).”

A lot has been said
about this, most of it not
great. I do, however, think
that for most of us in
Kindle Unlimited, we
should wait and see. Why?
First off, if you’re being
paid by pages read then
you need to have a good
book. If your book isn’t
good (and we know a lot
of them aren’t) then you
won’t make much. This is
particularly interesting
when you consider how many writers
post poorly written books, or books so
bloated with useless content, that the
reader simply can’t get through it. So
what is prompting this change?
The problem Amazon faces is one we
all face: there are many, many books and
not all of them merit a sale. At one time
or another we’ve probably all picked up a
book, started reading and thought: Wow,
this is not what I expected. And I’m not
just talking about self-published books.
I’ve had the same thing happen with
traditionally published titles. Let’s face
it, competition is fierce and if you’re
going to compete, you need to write a
great book. This new way of pricing, in
my view, helps to raise a bar that hasn’t
been terribly high.
Now this won’t affect your book if you
aren’t in the Select or Kindle Unlimited
system, but I suspect that if this works,
Amazon could change this, meaning
change this pricing structure for all of
their books. Though I suspect that could
be met with rioting. One thing that I
keep seeing over and over is that this
model of payment encourages writers to

write longer books. Many of
you probably know the trend
of “short is the new long” and
while long books will never
go away, episodic and
serialization of books is a
strong trend and one that
isn’t going away anytime
soon. So keep in mind that
you shouldn’t write a long
book unless the topic or story
merits it. I plan on keeping
my short books short. I
personally won’t be making
any changes to the content I produce.
Why?
While these Amazon changes affect
everyone in the Kindle Select and Kindle
Unlimited system, you won’t want to
become a slave to this. You still want to
produce content your reader wants, not
just content that you think will bring
you huge sales. Ideally they should be
one and the same.
Keep in mind that many authors may
be removing their titles which could be a
great win for those of us who continue to
keep our titles in the Kindle Unlimited
system. Your exposure may increase
significantly due to the reduction in
books. In my opinion an author should
view the KU programme as cream on the
cake. Concentrate on regular marketing
and build a presence and as your profile
lifts so too will more readers under the
KU programme read your book. For
those of you who wrote 10 page books
with catchy titles and KU readers only
needed to read 2 pages to achieve 10 %
and qualify your book for the $1.74 pay
out, the good times are over.

NZ SOCIETY OF AUTHORS WRITING HERITAGE WEEK WRITING COMPETITION
• HERITAGE BOOK OF THE YEAR
THEME: New Zealand Heritage
Book must be published between 1
September 2013 and 20 September 2015
ENTRY FEE $35, Prize $1,000

• NON FICTION ESSAY
(maximum 1,800 words)
THEME: (New Zealand) Arrivals and
Departures: The journeys that have shaped us
ENTRY FEE $15, Prize $400

• SHORT STORY
(maximum 1,800 words)
THEME: (New Zealand) Arrivals and
Departures: The journeys that have shaped us
ENTRY FEE $15, Prize $400

• POEM (maximum 50 lines)
THEME: (New Zealand) Arrivals and

Departures: The journeys that have shaped us
ENTRY FEE $15, Prize $400

You may enter more than one category and/or more than one entry in each category
but you must pay a separate fee for each entry.
Entries close Sunday 20 September 2015
Final Event Saturday 17 October 4.00–6.00pm South Library Boardroom
Concluding October 16/17 Writers Workshops
Finalists will read and Winners be announced

All welcome and Refreshments provided
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TO ENTER
• POST 2 HARD COPIES of each entry to

NZSA c/- Sockburn Delivery Branch,

136 Main South Rd Christchurch 8042
• ENCLOSE a cover sheet for each copy with

Name, Address, e-mail, Phone, Title, Category,
Word count
• DO NOT identify author on maunuscript, put

title and page number on each page
• E-MAIL ONE COPY of each entry (except books)

to: Heritageweek2015@gmail.com
• PAY CHEQUE to "Authors Canterbury" or online

to 03-0855-038973-00 writing surname, title
and category in reference field
For more info see at www.Heritageweek 2015.
Blogspot.com
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Writers on Writers
BY TESSA DUDER

I was once put down by a
resentful fellow children’s
writer, describing “this former
journalist” and my YA novel
The Tiggie Tompson Show as
unworthy winners of the
New Zealand Post Senior
Fiction award in 2000.

T

he letter to the editor was part of
a generally lofty and rancorous
attack, meant (and failing) to be
an insult. As a journalist is how I started
writing, at the Auckland Star in the
late 1950s. It was then a fine newspaper,
with high editorial and investigative
standards and tough on-the-job training
for its cadets. Accurate and tightly
written pieces, decently punctuated,
were required of us daily, never mind
any deadline. If late, you missed the
edition; if a sub-editor got out of his desk
and headed across the newsroom in your
direction, you were in trouble. (“Please,
Tessa, I don’t want to remind you again
how to spell liaison. There is an ‘i’ in the
middle. Please, note!”)
Looking back, pondering the
influences on my first novels and now
thirty-five years as an author or editor of
some 45 books, I regret now I didn’t do a
basic English literature degree in those
teenage years. If I had, my authorial
voice might now be more lyrical, feature
more of the imaginative, arresting
similes and the classical references of
say, a Margaret Mahy or a Hilary Mantel.
(I did do some English papers in my
thirties and I’m working on it!)
But I am grateful for the Star’s
emphasis on clarity, clean copy, good
grammar, a logical narrative and a
natural pacing to a story, avoidance of
pretension and clunky repetitions.
Whatever I write, I try to adhere to these
sound principles, while recognising that
every one of us needs good editors. My
critic got it wrong on two counts: I am
not a ‘former’ journalist, but since I was
17 was and always will be one, and proud
of it – though admittedly the profession
is harder to defend these days when so
much trivia is considered newsworthy
and journalists are now known as
‘content providers.’

What other influences? I was always a
voracious reader: as a child, horse and
ballet books, two years given to that very
ordinary and facile writer Enid Blyton
which I now wish had been spent on the
great myths and legends. But I was
introduced to Shakespeare quite young:
at 13 (sic) I played Cassius in a class
scene from Julius Caesar, enjoying
being conspiratorial and falling in love
with John Gielgud in the 1953 MGM film
just released. Also the lively Rosalind,
Ann from Shaw’s Man and Superman,
male lead Mortimer from Arsenic and
Old Lace. My school was strong on
drama, instilling a life-long passion for
all forms of theatre.
When I came in my late thirties to
writing fiction, despite always having a
novel, play or non-fiction book beside my
bed, I had absolutely no idea what I was
doing. I’d been smitten with a virus
which demanded “Write this story, now.”
With Dorothy Butler’s encouragement
and the editorial skills of Wendy Harrex
then starting a children’s list for Oxford
University Press, the sailing adventure
Tessa Duder’s new book Sarah Mathew:
Explorer, Journalist and Auckland’s First
Lady is being launched in Auckland on 18
September by Mayor Len Brown. Published
by David Ling Publishing and supported by
the Auckland Council, the biography tells the
poignant story of one of Auckland’s earliest
settlers, whose journals vividly cover
Auckland’s founding and capital years

story Night Race to Kawau was
published four years later. Together
we had cut 30,000 words from an
unwieldly 90,000, and I am eternally
grateful for the lessons learned
during that patient process and for
the books that followed, Jellybean
and my “take-off book” Alex. It’s a
measure of Wendy’s expertise and
wisdom as an editor that all three
won awards and are still in print.
For general guidance as I sat at
my Olivetti portable, I augmented
awareness of what my four
daughters were reading with a crash
course in children’s authors:
favourites K.M. Peyton, Noel
Streatfield, Alan Garner and Jan
Mark, among many others from the
Takapuna Public Library. Sadly, not
Mahy, whose first novels in the early
80s were published in UK and USA
and little promoted and known here
for many years.
As an adult reader, I know there’s
hardly a greater pleasure than getting
two or three pages into a novel or
biography and thinking, I just love this
author’s voice, the freshness and lyricism
of it, the characters vividly alive, the
insights and knowledge being shared.
Any book by John le Carre or Robert
Harris does this for me, also Hilary
Mantel, Rohinton Mistry, Jim Crace,
Patrick Ness, Kate Atkinson; Australian
writers Sonya Hartnett and Margo
Lanagan. Kiwis Katherine Mansfield,
Margaret Mahy and Janet Frame (of
course), Maurice Gee, Lloyd Jones, Emily
Perkins, Bill Manhire, Bernard Beckett,
Kate De Goldi, Eleanor Catton and most
recently Anna Smaill.
But I get equal pleasure from
historians, biographers or non-fiction
writers who are also great stylists: Kiwi
authors Tony Simpson, Russell Stone and
Fiona Farrell; Brits Alex von
Tunzelmann and William Dalrymple on
Indian history; David Crane on Robert
Falcon Scott; Americans Steven Pinker
on linguistics and Steven Greenblatt on
Shakespeare and the Renaissance;
Australian Robert Hughes on Rome,
American John Berendt on Venice…
When this sort of engagement, mind to
mind, happens early in a book, I know I’m
in for a fabulous ride. With these masters,
if any sort of subconscious influence is
happening as I read myself to sleep, I
should consider myself blessed.
THE NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR #302 SPRING 2015
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Drowning City, Mighty Totara, The Naturalist, Singing Home the Whale, 100 Best Native Plants – Designer Carla Sy

Carla Sy is PANZ
Young Designer of the Year
Three top notch young kiwi
book designers contested
the PANZ Young Designer of
the Year Award for 2015.

A

nna Egan-Reid, Jessica Gommers
and Carla Sy all have many
covers and book interior layouts
to their credit.
What none of the young designer
finalists knew before the winner
announcement was that a new prize was
on offer – one for travel to Sydney and
work experience at a top Australian
publishing House.
Carla Sy, pictured on the cover of this
magazine, is a designer at Penguin

Random House and finds the publishing
industry in New Zealand fascinating as
it allows her to work on a wide range of
genres; from children’s books to fiction
and non-fiction books, including full
colour illustrated books. “Working on
books brings passion, inspiration and
challenge on a daily basis there is never
a dull day.”
HarperCollins Creative Director Matt
Stanton said “To work with PANZ on
this unique opportunity to connect with
young designers is something I wish I’d
had the opportunity to take part in early
in my career. HarperCollins ANZ is
excited about the opportunity to build
on our relationship with the book design
community of New Zealand.”

Cardboard Cathedral – winner of Best Book – Designer Janson Chau (Alt Group)
Depot: The Biography of a restaurant. Al Brown – winner of Best Cookbook – Designer Gary Stewart (The Gas Project)
Meariki: The Quest for Truth – winner best Educational Book – Designer Shannon Jahnel Lanktree
I Am Doodle Cat – winner best Children’s book – Designer Lauren Marriott
The Critics Part – winner Best Non-illustrated book – Designer Alice Bonifant
The Curioseum: Collected Stories of the Old and Marvellous – winner of Best Cover – Designer Sarah Laing
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Out of the mouths
DAVID HILL

“

The writer dresses for the
occasion. Best jeans. Suede
jacket, worn but stylish.
Image matters today.

“We tried to get
Joy Cowley or Jack
Lasenby, but they’re
busy. Someone on the
PTA mentioned you.
Oh, we’re thrilled
you could come,” she
adds, a second too
late.

A

Book Week visit to the local
primary school. There’s been no
mention of payment, but…but
though he knows he shouldn’t, he’ll do
this one for the feedback.
He hears a class singing as he walks up
the drive. A roomful of little ducks
quacking – he must get that down in
his notebook.
A girl waits by the main entrance.
Must be one of the bigger Year 6 kids
sent to greet him. “Hello,” she says. “I’m
Debbie Lee, Teacher in Charge of the
Junior Syndicate.”
She leads the way inside. “We tried to
get Joy Cowley or Jack Lasenby, but
they’re busy. Someone on the PTA
mentioned you. Oh, we’re thrilled you
could come,” she adds, a second too late.
They thread a corridor frothing with
hip-high humans. “A Year 2 and 3 class
before lunch,” Ms Lee tells him “Then
the real littlies – New Entrants and Year
1 – after.”
In the classroom, The Visitor’s Chair
waits for him. The kids are so close,
they’re almost touching him. Wrong:
they are touching him. One small male
fingers his sneaker laces. A smaller
female grips his right ankle, and settles
to sleep.
He reads them his story about dogs.
“Thank you for listening so nicely,” he
says at the end. Any questions?” Hands
shoot up, and he chooses. “Yes, dear?”
“I’ve got a dog.” End of question.
“Ah....thank you dear.” He goes for the
next available hand.
“I’ve got a dog and a cat and a guinea-”
Ms Lee breaks in. “It’s questions we’re
after, people. Remember we talked about
what they are?” And the questions do
come. “Do you use colours for your
headings? When you write a whole book,
does your hand hurt?” Real feedback.
There’s a stir among a group of boys.
Several hands go up simultaneously. He’s
gratified – win the boys over and you’ve
won them all over. “Yes, mate?”
But this….question….isn’t for him. “Ms
Lee, Reuben’s done a really big fart.”
The session ends. In the staffroom, Ms

”

Lee offers him a handsome filled roll.
“From the corner dairy. They’re
yummy.”
Oh well, no payment, but feedback
and a free lunch. “Thanks very much.”
“That’s $4.50,” Ms Lee tells him.
He eats and watches a group on the
adventure playground. One dark-haired
little girl is bouncing around like a pixie
on steroids. Another for his notebook.
Later, he strolls the sports field. “Hello,”
says a figure in a T-shirt reading
MANURE OCCURETH. “You read us
some stories.”
“I did,” he confirms. Ha, they
remember the essentials.
“And Reuben did a big blow-off,” says
the T-shirt.
Lunchtime ends. Another teacher
takes him to another classroom. “Year 1
and New Entrants,” she tells him.
“The tinies.”

They fill the mat before
him. The adventure
playground bouncer is in the
front row. Zoe, the teacher
calls her. An exquisite little
kid – dark eyes; pale ivory
skin.
He starts a story that he’s
saved for this group. It goes
brilliantly. After five
sentences the kids are rapt.
He hears the intake of breath at the first
exciting bit; the delighted squeals as the
hero says something rude. He meets
Zoe’s gaze. She’s the most rapt of all,
dark eyes wide, mouth open.
Another few sentences. They love it.
He loves them. What a great bunch of
critics. He smiles at them, and
particularly at Zoe.
And just as he smiles, her eyes and
mouth open wider still. Zoe bends
forward, and is vastly, liquidly sick over
his right sneaker.
So I was right, he understands as he
gets home later, squelching slightly in
rinsed sneakers. A great bunch of critics.
“Well?” his wife / secretary / ego
masseuse asks. “Was it worthwhile? Did
you get much feedback?”
He thinks of Zoe. “Oh yeah. I got plenty
of feedback.” And he and his notebook
head off to start three new stories.

“
”

He hears the intake of breath at the first exciting bit; the
delighted squeals as the hero says something rude. He meets Zoe’s
gaze. She’s the most rapt of all, dark eyes wide, mouth open.
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HACHETTE
MENTORING
PROGRAM

In partnership with
The New Zealand
Society of Authors
This mentoring program
gives one writer the
opportunity to work
on a new draft of their
manuscript under the
mentorship of Hachette
Publishing Australia.
Open for applications
between 9 October and 9
November
Applicants will have
a completed manuscript
that has progressed
beyond the first draft.
To apply:

• Write a cover letter
containing a short
description of the work, any
relevant writing history and
your reasons for wanting
a mentor.
• Attach as a separate
document the first 3000
words of the manuscript to
be considered for selection
• Email these two
documents to office@
nzauthors.org.nz with
Hachette Mentorship
Program in the Subject line.
All applications must be
received electronically by
NZSA, not posted.
the Hachette Mentorship
Program is not a guarantee
of publication. Hachette
may, however, consider all
submitted manuscripts for
publication.
All communication is to be
with the NZ Society of Authors,
applicants must
not contact Hachette.
For full terms and conditions
see www.authors.org.nz.
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Book Week

N

ZSA Book Week is planned to
run from Monday 26 October to
Sunday 1 November. It will focus
on our own members and their work, and
put New Zealand writers and writing
before the public. Our Book Week will
promote the idea that buying local books
is not only about having local stories, but
also about supporting local writers.
New Zealand Book Month was an
annual event from 2006 to 2013,
organised by the Book Month Trust
through Booksellers. It didn’t happen
last year and has now been postponed
indefinitely, but the Book Month Trust is
happy for NZSA to go ahead with our
own initiative.
We’ve chosen this week because it’s
getting close to the time when some
(organised!) people might be starting to
think about Christmas shopping, but
also because it will overlap with NZ
Bookshop Day on Saturday 31 October.
(See http://www.booksellers.co.nz/
members/services-membership/
catching-catchphrase-nz-bookshop-day)
NZSA Head Office is hoping to produce
some press releases and maybe a poster
but what this initiative needs is branches
coming up with their own ways of
celebrating their own local authors and
illustrators.
Here are just a few ideas to start with.
If each branch would try one or two of
these (or come up with their own ideas),
it will give us a starting point and
something to build on:
• Local and community newspapers are
always looking for stories; tell them
about Book Week and give them the
contact details of some local authors
who would be happy to be
interviewed. (Check that’s OK with
your local authors first!)
• Contact your local libraries or
bookshops. Make sure they know about
Book Week. Find out what local
bookshops are doing for Bookshop Day
and see if you can build an event
around that. Encourage them to
produce displays of local authors’ works
• Librarians are fabulous, supportive
people who are amazing eventorganisers. They might have existing
programmes (like story sessions) that
you could join for Book Week
• Is there a local, arts-friendly café that
would let you hold a reading?
• Slot in an extra branch meeting and
make it a low-key, casual get-together

where people can talk about what
they’re writing, or read a short
excerpt from one of their favourite NZ
titles – fiction, non-fiction, poetry or
essays (plays might be harder, but
possible!)
• Do any of your members have a book
coming out around that time? Maybe
you could hold a book launch, or
several launches combined into one
• Meet up with writing friends over
lunch, dinner or a drink and celebrate
each other’s achievements
• Are there any Book Clubs in your area
that might welcome a local author
along? You could ask your branch
members for anyone who would be
prepared to talk to a Book Club and
then try and match them up, perhaps
by a notice on a library or bookshop
noticeboard, or by asking the Book
Discussion Scheme (http://www.bds.
org.nz/) to spread the word
• Does your branch have a website, blog
or Facebook page? Could you use
them, or other forms of social media to
publicise NZ books, especially those
by your own local authors? Perhaps
you could post book reviews or start a
Twitter campaign to tweet a favourite
NZ book each day
• Get in touch with organisers of
existing events and ask if there are
any ways that you can work together.
We already know of a few other events
happening around this time, such as
Tinderbox, the children’s writers and
illustrators conference (2-5 October),
the inaugural Hawkes Bay Arts
Festival (27 October to 8 November),
Featherston Booktown (17-18
October), the Nelson Arts Festival
(14-26 October) and Heritage Week in
Christchurch (9 to 26 October),
NZ Indie Book Fair Auckland
(2-4 October).
As with all such events, we have minimal
budget and we are relying on our branch
members’ time, enthusiasm and
willingness to help. Publicity would be
good, sales would be even better! It
would be great if we could get people
thinking about buying books and
supporting local authors.
We hope that you’ll have plenty of
other ideas, and we’d love to hear them.
If you’d like to be involved, talk to others
in your local branch or to your Regional
Delegate, and watch out for more details
n the e-news.
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Quick as a flash

“

GRETCHEN CARROLL

It sounds exciting, and it
is. Flash fiction is a form of
writing which is currently
enjoying a wave of popularity.
Flash fiction is by definition
less than 1000 words, although
quite often the stories are
250-300 words or less.

This form of
writing has been
called short short
stories or sudden
fiction in the past.
So while flash
fiction is by no
means new, the
name itself has only
come into common
use in the last few
years and is also
sometimes referred
to as micro-fiction.

I

f you haven’t tried writing flash fiction,
I would recommend you give it a go.
I started writing flash fiction about
three years ago. I like that you can take a
brief idea or moment, and turn that into
a story in itself. You can say a lot about
life through a snippet, or an essence of
a mood.
This form of writing has been called
short short stories or sudden fiction in
the past. So while flash fiction is by no
means new, the name itself has only
come into common use in the last few
years and is also sometimes referred to
as micro-fiction.
In fact, early examples of very short
fiction can be traced way back to Aesop’s
Fables between 620 and 560 BC. And
over the years, Raymond Carver, Charles
Dickens and Ernest Hemingway, to name
a few, have all written short fiction.
Perhaps what is helping fuel the
current interest in flash fiction, is how its
short form makes it perfect for online,
and is easy to read in one sitting. No
longer do we consume flash fiction by
print solely, we can access it anywhere
on a mobile device; a literary break
amongst our tweets and emails.
Its local popularity has seen the birth
and continuing success of National
Flash Fiction Day, which was first held
in 2012. Events are held around New
Zealand during this celebration of flash
fiction in June, and the National Flash
Fiction Day competition has attracted
approximately 300 entries each year
since its conception.
You can find many interesting
examples of flash fiction in the online
journal Flash Frontier: An Adventure
in Flash Fiction www.flash-frontier.
com. It publishes stories of 250 words or
less in bi-monthly issues; some are solely
New Zealand authors, others are open to
international writers.

”

Other online literary avenues for flash
fiction are (please note this is a small
selection and each one has different
criteria for story length):
Smokelong Quarterly
www.smokelong.com
(The name comes from China,
where this form of writing is
frequently called a “smoke long”
story, with the comparison being it
should take about the same amount
of time to read the story as smoke
a cigarette).
Blue Fifth Review
www.bluefifthreview.wordpress.com
Flash Fiction Online
www.flashfictiononline.com/main
Monkey Bicycle (They even have a
one-sentence story category)
www.monkeybicycle.net
And of course there are numerous
local flash fiction competitions in
addition to the National Flash Fiction
Day competition. There are also
international competitions to enter, for
example, the United Kingdom holds its
own national flash fiction day competition, which is open to overseas entries.

Some starter tips if you
haven’t written flash
fiction before:
Start in the middle of
the story; there is no room
for setting the scene. Indeed one scene
in a story is generous; it’s more like half
a scene.
Likewise there can be no excess fat,
every word has to work or cut it out.
As well as disposing of excess words,
you can’t have superfluous characters.
One, maybe two, is usually all you can
afford and names aren’t essential (and
forget detailed descriptions).
Use imagery rather than spelling
things out (the old “show don’t tell”) and
remember what you don’t say, is as
important as what you do say.
Don’t be tempted to be heavy-handed
with a punchline at the end because of
the limited words.
Experiment with what you can do in
the few words you have.
While flash fiction does take less time
to write than a long piece obviously, you
still have to put some hard work into it. I
have always found it easier in my writing,
particularly journalism, to write “short”
rather than “long”. But writing a flash
fiction story no matter what your
leanings are, is a valuable and fun way to
hone your skills.

Gretchen Carroll is a freelance writer.
Her flash fiction has been published by Flash Frontier: An Adventure in Flash Fiction.
Her online writing portfolio is https://gretchencarroll.journoportfolio.com/
THE NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR #302 SPRING 2015
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FREELANCE –

JENNY ARGANTE

For 36 years as the journal of
the New Zealand Freelance
Writers Association the
mission statement of
Freelance magazine has been
constant: writers helping
writers, from beginner
to established author.

M

ainly the brainchild of Gordon
Wills Johnson, who nurtured
Freelance’s early growth, for
the last fourteen years before its March
2015 relaunch, Freelance was edited,
produced and circulated by Alyson
Cresswell alone. She deserves recognition
for her dedication to duty and for keeping
subscribers faithful and true.
You will appreciate the work involved
when I tell you we replaced this sole
proprietor with a team of five, including
me as content editor. Kaye Lister
undertakes production and has added
colour and 12 extra pages. Dianne Cullen
Smith oversees our Facebook presence,
which increasingly highlights local
writers and national events, and Ruth
Renner is webmaster.
When Alyson stepped down – she
admits it was a wrench – Freelance
relocated from Palmerston North to
Tauranga, once described by Creative
New Zealand as ‘a centre of excellence
for the literary arts.’ So Tauranga is a
good location and we have already run a
Freelance course entitled ‘The Magic
of Memoir’.
The intent is to explore good writing in
general, or focus in particular on genres,
techniques and being a ‘writerpreneur.’
Our next venture is a Sunday workshop
on the burgeoning writer’s efficient use
of social media. Fully booked!
The word on Freelance has got out,
and I’m happy to report we’re receiving
one or two new individual subscriptions
weekly. We’re also offering a standard
institutional subscription of the print copy
only, and a library subscription where an
eZine is added for loan to readers. (This is
also available to writing groups.)
Our eZine is done for us by DIY
Publishing Servicers, whose Road Map
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we constantly recommend.
the Auckland Indie Book
Director Lis Sowerbutts
Festival run by the
promises the occasional
indefatigable Louise de Varga,
article on our brave new
but also – excitingly – at the
world of e-publishing and
IBBY Congress in 2016. (IBBY
digital technology.
is the International Board on
We value highly such
Books for Young People.)
input from fellow-writers
We’re always looking for
and welcome contributions
oppor- tunities to take
from established authors
Freelance on the road, so
and beginners learning
please consider inviting us
lessons along the way. The
along if you’re planning any
most important of which is
kind of writerly, bookish or literary
probably this: you learn to write by writing.
event.
For that reason, we’ve also launched
To further enlighten, we took two
the Freelance Anthology Series, using
decisions
on format: our lead article,
topics suggested by our subscribers and
with
cover
artwork, would always be a
contributors. All have as their main
personal account of ‘A Writer’s Journey’
principle that they’re true stories told by
to help others with their own. And we’d
ordinary people – home-made ‘chicken
always follow this with a poem on some
soup for the literary soul’ – a sharing of
aspect of writing – perhaps even,
rites of passage, of challenge, change
incestuously, a poem about poetry – as a
and chance.
kind of subliminal infiltration of literary
The first is Home Affront: Women’s
know-how. Think Ruth Dallas on Making
Experience of Domestic Invasion,
a Poem or Riemke Emsing’s Writing.
supported by advice from the New
Because in the three decades
Zealand Police and Victim Support, open
now for submissions of up to 1500 words.
Freelance has been around, the emphasis
The second will be Popping the Cherry:
is now and forever on ‘writers helping
New Zealanders’ First Experience of
writers.’ In its present transitional stage,
Sex. Can we coax a foreword from John
we’ll be influenced and updated most
Cleese, who recently admitted he lost his
helpfully by input from already skilled
virginity in New Zealand as a somewhat
players in this writing game.
‘late starter?’
If knowledge is the power, then
Scheduled to follow is a third on The
information is the key, and we all have
Turning Point, moments when you
information that can help unlock doors
experienced some kind of epiphany or
for the unwary and inexperienced.
revelation that led
Please be generous in sharing
towards spiritual,
your own.
emotional or physical
well-being. And No. 4
Freelance – Writers Helping Writers
will be on Formative
Unit 76A Vale Street,
Reading – the books
Otumoetai, Tauranga 3110
that inspired,
Tel 07 576 9212
enlightened or
Txt 022 053 48 68
instructed you from
info@writershelpingwriters.nz
childhood to old age and
editor@writershelpingwriters.nz
at seminal moments.
www.writershelpingwriters.nz
We’re also intent on
www.Facebook.conm/
being pro-active and will
The Freelance logo,
Freelancewritershelpingwriters
be a presence not only at
designed by Kaye Lister.

“
”

chicken soup for the literary soul

PHOTO: LORNA SMITH

Writers Helping Writers
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Another Personal Take on
Postgraduate Study
VIVIENNE PLUMB

In a recent article in the N.Z.
Author, Zana Bell wrote about
her first year of a PhD in
Creative Writing. I would like
to add to that subject, after
having reached a point of
completion of a similar degree.

I

n late 2008, I was awarded an
Australian Postgraduate Scholarship
to work on a Doctor of Creative Arts
beginning in 2009, through the University
of Wollongong, Australia. In my diary
I wrote: Sydney sprawls, with as many
people in the one city as there are in the
whole of New Zealand. I am staying at my
cousin’s house in Tempe, which has three
locks on the front door, four locks on the
back door, and two on every window.
Many householders have small lockable
roller doors installed over their front
windows. My cousin’s house is right under
the Sydney Mascot Airport flight path and
the planes are constant, drowning out
conversation and leaving strange spaces
in what we say to each other.’
The sheer length of time that a postgraduate degree negotiates can be
daunting, and many kinds of changes can
occur within that timeframe: a student
can become unwell, can move location,
can move house, can become pregnant
and give birth, and can still be working on
their thesis. Because of the length of the
time involved you need stamina, determination, and support and encouragement.
During that first year I worked
predominantly on research and on the
structure that my exegesis would take:
there would be three case studies, and
two of these would be Australian texts
and the third would be my own creative
short fiction collection, written as the
creative component of the thesis.
For my proposal presentation I needed
to prepare about twenty short fiction
titles and a synopsis of each one. Unable
to think of enough titles, I copied some of
the wording I found on an art gallery
catalogue that was lying on the kitchen
table of the place I was house-sitting, and
thus many of these short fiction still retain

“
”

I felt that ultimately, the degree gave me new skills
and more confidence in my own writing.
their ‘found’ titles such as: Exit Three,
Floorplan, Sixty Photos, Forthcoming,
and The Acquisition.
Like Zana, I had already published a
fair amount of creative work (poetry,
fiction, drama), and like Zana, I also felt
nervous about discussing what my
creative writing would consist of before I
had even commenced the production of
it. But besides finding the process
challenging and rigorous, it was exciting,
and I felt it taught me a lot more about
forming ideas and then expressing them,
about argument and debate, and about
academic theory and academic writing.
I felt that ultimately, the degree gave
me new skills and more confidence in my
own writing. After completing and
submitting in 2012, I began work in 2013
(with the writer, Michelanne Forster) on
Twenty New Zealand Playwrights, a
non-fiction text that contains (edited)
interviews, biographical material and
photos of twenty (living) New Zealand
playwrights. A fair amount of research

and reading was required to produce this
and it is a project that I doubt I would
have taken on previous to embarking on
my postgraduate degree.
I would say that the most difficult
aspect of such a degree is in the marriage
of the creative work to the critical: the
creative being intangible and full of
fabrication and shape-shifting; and the
critical the opposite, requiring evidence
and proof, and balancing between the two
is a kind of tightrope. Walking in
Auckland, I saw two young women
hitchhiking at the bottom of Hobson
Street. One held a handwritten sign up
that read ‘Manuka’, and I was puzzled
until the other woman held up her
addition to the sign – an extra ‘U’.
Together, the name of the place they
wished to hitch to read ‘Manukau’, and I
understood. This is how the creative and
critical need to conjoin: one should need
the other, and all sense should be clear
when they stand together.

Vivienne Plumb held the 2014 Ursulla Bethall writer-in-residence, University of Canterbury, and
her short fiction collection The Glove Box was published in Sydney (2014) which contains a
number of short fiction she completed for her Doctor of Creative Arts.
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An invitation to all New Zealand
writers and illustrators for
children and young adults

35th Ibby Congress
Auckland, August 18-21
2016
www.ibbycongress2016.org

T

he biennial International Board on Books for
Young People (IBBY) Congress in 2016 is a major
event for anyone interested in young people’s
literature and literacy. The Congress is being held at the
Aotea Centre, Auckland.
The IBBY Congress programme, with a theme of
Literature in a Multi-Literate World, will feature
vibrant and challenging speakers, including Markus
Zusak, Witi Ihimaera, Nadia Wheatley, Meshack Asare,
Kate De Goldi and Joy Cowley, with papers and posters
from all over the world (the last IBBY Congress had
delegates from 66 countries).
A highlight of the programme is the presentation of the
Hans Christian Andersen Awards at a Gala Dinner (the
cost is included with the registration). As you will know,
Margaret Mahy was the writer recipient of the 2006 Hans
Christian Andersen Award presented in Macau.
As well as a wide range of presentations by writers,
illustrators, literary critics and academics there will be
an exhibition of New Zealand illustrators, breakfasts with
New Zealand authors, a focused display on New Zealand
award winning publications, and the World finals of the
Kids’ Lit Quiz will be held one evening of the Congress.
Don’t miss out on this truly unique experience. No
IBBY Congress has ever been held in Australasia-Oceania
region before in the 70-plus years IBBY has been in
existence. It may never happen again in your lifetime!
A Call for Presentations has been made on the website
and closes on September 30th. We welcome New Zealand
writers and illustrators for children and young adults to
join us. Why not submit a proposal for a presentation?
You do not need to present to be a part of this unique
opportunity, if it is not your ‘thing’. Come along, listen,
share, make new friends, all in a convivial atmosphere of
writers and illustrators from around the country and world.
Early Bird registration is from September 2015 at
reduced rates for New Zealand delegates.

“

Don’t miss out on this truly unique
experience. No IBBY Congress has ever
been held in Australasia-Oceania region
before in the 70-plus years IBBY has been
in existence. It may never happen again in
your lifetime!

”

For further information:
www.ibbycongress2016.org or
email ibbycongress2016@tcc.co.nz
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Making a Bequest

A

s a non-profit organisation
NZSA is grateful for the
tre- mendous generosity
from many of our members. We
are grateful for those who stand
for office in the local branches, or
National Council, members who
give time to run book days, and all
who put their hand in their pocket
to attend and support various
literary events.
For some years we have been
grateful to the Lillian Ida Smith
Award which was first made in
1986 to Michael Morrissey for
poetry, Owen Marshall for fiction
and Daphne de-Jong for non-fiction.
Lillian Ida Smith was a music
teacher from Whanganui who had
a keen interest in the arts and her
wish was that the grant she was
bequeathing “should assist people
aged thirty-five years or over to
embark or further a literary
career.” And so it has and since
1992 the award has changed to
become a biennial award of $3000
for a project in any genre.
When we look back over the
recip- ients of this legacy from
Lillian Ida Smith it is a roll call of
many of our now most well
known and talented authors.
If you were interested in
making a bequest to NZSA you
can ask your solicitor to include
a suitable clause in your will.
The gift could be stipulated for a
particular purpose, for example
to fund a mentor- ship, or it
could be a one-off prize. All that
NZSA would ask would be that
the purpose that is stipulated in
the will would be achievable by
the organisation so a discussion

with your lawyer is an important
first step.
It might also be a good time to
consider appointing a literary
executor who would manage the
literary estate following death.
Copyright in published work
lasts for 50 years following death
so it is important to leave clear
instruction for the literary
executor including details of
published, unpublished and
out-of-print work. It is also
important that directions are
given on who or which institution will receive any physical
manuscripts and private papers
and whether there are to be any
access restrictions on these.
Writers work hard so it is only
right that following death all
that hard work is properly cared
for in an appropriate way, and if
there is an opportunity to make
a bequest it would be a thoughtful action to take.
The Lillian Ida Smith Award is
now open for applicants. The
award is $3000 and is across all
genres. It is open to financial
members of NZSA and the
deadline for application is 30
October 2015.

“

...there are two
opportunities a year
for authors to send
in their details to
Lift to be considered
for commissioning.

”

membership update

Steve Campbell, Elsbeth Hardie, Erin Burke, Geoff Chapple, Jocelyn
Murray, Irene Wallis, Mei Leng Wong, Olivia Spooner, Matt Zwartz, Sarah
Daymond, Mike Kilpatrick, Hannah Marshall, Kerrie Spicer, Marija Jukich,
Suzanne Main, University Book Shop Otago, Kacie Stetson, Anne Marshman,
Kay Shacklock, Selene Patterson, John Paston, Clare Erasmus, Peter Ellis,
Robyn White, Jennifer Sands, Chris Williams, Emma Hislop, Lucia Dore,
Jillian Moxham, Alison Barrass, Sava Buncic, Tina Clough, Glenn Edney,
Patsy Bass, Jan Johnson, Nidhi Eipe, Tim Brown, Michael Gardner, Sally
Stephenson, Barbara Austin – Librarian, Lisa Oliver, Moyra Cooke, Maggie
Z Brown, Raymond Harris, Narena Olliver, Fay Bolt, Queenie Rikihana
Hyland, Louise Beker, Stella McCallum, Tania McManaway. REJOINED: Karen
Butterworth, Justin Brown, Diana Mason, Saradha Koirala, John Cranna,
Jillian Sullivan, Louise Maxwell, Carol Mutch, Camille Khouri, Sian Robyns,
Sharon Davis, Louise Walker, Pip Adam, Laura Dunbar, Paul Maunder, Cassy
Cochrane, James George, Valerie Ringer Monk, Michelle Kelly, Sandra Gorter,
Anna Simms
NEW:

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

Being a member of the New Zealand Society of Authors gives you access to a wide variety of benefits. Along
with our tried and true membership benefits, we have introduced a range of discounted services that reflect
the needs of writers. AA full list of membership benefits and contact details for Members Discounts can be
found at www.authors.org.nz
INFORMATION SERVICES
The New Zealand Author,
Fortnightly Enews,
Professional Development
Leaflets available for download
on members side of website,
Discounted Books,
Members Only Web Pages
REGIONAL BRANCHES
AND HUBS
Our eight branches (Northland,
Auckland, Hamilton, Central
Districts, Wellington, Top of the
South, Canterbury and Otago/
Southland) offer the opportunity to
network with other writers, attend
workshops, take part in seminars,
enjoy social events, learn aspects
of the craft of writing, enter
branch specific competitions, and
participate in decision-making
about the Society.
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES
Mentorship Programme: Open to
writers, and comic book writers
and illustrators
Youth Mentorship Programme
for students in year 11, 12
and 13 (they do not have to be
a members)
CompleteMS: Critical feedback
on an advanced work of poetry,
fiction, short fiction or non-fiction
in order to bring it closer to
publishable standards.
StartWrite: A written assessment
of a chapter sample (up to
6,000 words) and a 2-page
synopsis. There are 28
subsidised assessments.
Hachette Mentorship Program:
One writer with a finished
manuscript, beyond first draft,
is selected to be mentored by
publisher Hachette Australia.
Advice and Advocacy
Members Consultancy Service
– a committee who respond to
contract queries.
Advocacy – Representing
the professional interests of
writers. To this end we actively
lobby government, publishers,
broadcasters and others to ensure
that writers are treated fairly and
adequately rewarded for the use
of their intellectual property.
Model Contracts – A number of
model contracts are available in
the members area of the website.
AWARDS, GRANTS RESIDENCIES
AND FELLOWSHIPS
NZSA/CLNZ Research Grants
opens June

Lilian Ida Smith Award – opens
every second year in July
Janet Frame Memorial Award –
opens every second year in July
NZSA/Peter & Dianne Beatson
Fellowship – Opens each year in
June
NZSA/Auckland Museum Research
Grants – opens September
PROMOTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Members Profiles & Find a
Writer Facility. Members have a
dedicated profile on our website
which can be available to the
general public. Profiles can
include photos, bios and up to two
book-cover images. This will be
improved when our new website
launces later this year
Monthly Chapbook email.
Members can have their latest
book promoted in our monthly
ChapBook free of charge. This
monthly email of new publications
is sent out to NZSA members,
posted to the NZSA Facebook page,
and emailed to select media and
key stakeholders in the literary
community. (not unneeded space
in word ‘stakeholders’
Promotion of Events and
Opportunities. Members can
promote opportunities and events
in the Short Takes section of the
fortnightly enews. This is a great
way to promote book launches as
well. Members get one free insert
per event.
Ghostwriters and Writers for hire
service –The opportunity to list
yourself and your skills with our
Ghostwriters and Writers for hire
listings. This list is made available
to those seeking skilled writers to
assist with paid writing projects.
MEMBERS DISCOUNTS
We have negotiated some great
discounts for our members. Let
the service provider know that
you want to take advantage of the
NZSA discount when you access
the service. You will need to
provide your membership number
and card expiry date.
ACCOMMODATION
Michael King Writers Centre.Weekly
rate discounted from $195 to $170
WRITING COURSES
Creative Writing Otago 10%
members discount to first time
students who are NZSA members.
Creative Hub 10% discount on
30-week fiction course for NZSA
members.

EDITORS, PROOFREADERS,
DIGITAL CONVERSION
SERVICES, BOOK DESIGNERS
Astute Editing & Proofreading 20%
discount for NZSA members.
Mary Egan Publishing Free eBook
production (valued at $500) with
every full production package
(Internal design, cover design
and page layout) through Mary
Egan Publishing. Only for NZSA
members. Can include up to 24
black and white photographs, no
tables or diagrams.
Meerkat Editing Services
$50 discount for editing and
proofreading services to NZSA
members.
Jo Murphy The service of editing
and making suggestions free (for
the first short tranche of their
work) for NZSA members.
Get it right editing services 15%
discount on any work for NZSA
members. As Debbie is in Australia the
best method of contact is via email.
Blue Leaf Book Scanning 20%
discount for NZSA members. This
discount will be in the form of a
coupon code. Email for details.
DataNZ (digital conversion service)
10% for NZSA members.
Rosa Mira Books Is happy to offer
30 minutes of introductory time,
whether to talk on Skype about a
project, or to read and comment
on a page of text, for example an
opening page.
Ebooks by Design 5% discount for
NZSA members. Also provides a
free no obligation sample of book
in both major ebook formats (mobi
and epub) so that client can see
how their book will look and check
out the standard of conversion
they can expect.
Frog Pool Typing 20% discount for
NZSA members.
Bellbird Words Proofreading,
Editing and Writing Services –
15% discount for NZSA members.
Qualified proofreader and editor,
journalist, English scholar and
published writer. New!
Deborah Shaw Editing and
Proofreading. Offers a 20%
discount for NZSA members. New!
Proofreading and Editing Service
My charge for proofing and copy
editing is $30 an hour (negotiable,
depending upon what is involved).
I offer members of NZSA a 20%
discount. New!

ASSESSMENTS
Norman Bilbrough 10%
discount for NZSA members.
Frances Cherry 10% discount
for NZSA members.
Jenny Argante 10% discount for
NZSA members.
Rae McGregror 10% discount
for NZSA members.
WORKSHOPS AND TUTORS
Bronwyn Elsmore 10% discount
for NZSA members.
Melinda Szymanik 25%
discount on workshops for NZSA
members. 90-minute workshops
are discounted to $225 for NZSA
members (up to 15 participants).
A 60-minute talk is discounted
to $150 (plus travel) for NZSA
members. ww.melindaszymanik.
blogspot.com
Kathryn Burnett 15%
discount to NZSA members
on Screenwriting and Ideation
Workshops. NB: this offer is only
available for workshops where
Kathryn is in charge of the admin.
www.kathryn-burnett.com
DISCOUNTING BOOKSTORES
& STATIONERY STORES
NATIONAL
Paper Plus 10% discount (at
participating Paper Plus stores)
WHANGAREI
Market Books 10% discount
AUCKLAND
Time Out Bookstore 10% discount
Unity Books 10% discount
Pathfinder Bookshop 10%
discount (online only)
Women's Bookshop 10% discount
Hard to Find Books 10% discount
HAMILTON
Poppies Bookshop 10% discount
NAPIER
Beattie & Forbes Booksellers
10% discount
MASTERTON
Hedley's Booksellers 10% discount
WELLINGTON
Unity Books 10% discount
Vic Books (Kelburn Campus)
10% discount
Vicbooks (Pipitea Campus) 10%
discount
NELSON
Page & Blackmore Booksellers
10% discount
CHRISTCHURCH
University Bookshop Ilam 10%
discount
Piccadilly Bookshop 10% discount
DUNEDIN
University of Otago Bookshop
10% discount
Arty Bees Books 10% discount
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No responsibility can be accepted by NZ Author for claims made in
these advertisements. Casual rates for up to 30 words $45 +GST
or $30 +GST for multiple bookings of 4 or more. Up to 70 words
$80 +GST or $55 for multiple bookings of 4 or more. Payment with
booking. Deadlines for next issue Nov 27, 2015.

NZSA is an association of more than 1400 writers working together to improve
conditions for New Zealand writers. NZSA also works on behalf of writers
everywhere whose freedom of expression is endangered.

NORMAN BILBROUGH
MANUSCRIPT
ASSESSMENTS Experienced
writer, teacher and assessor
of fiction (adult, teenage and
children’s) and nonfiction.
For brochure contact: 2/144
Mairangi Rd., Wilton,
Wellington. ph: 04 4726824
norman@msassess.com or:
http://www.msassess.com/
Member NZAMA
FRESH WORDS DAILY
Rae McGregor MA: Author
and experienced creative
writing tutor. Assessments for
fiction and non-fiction. For
a brochure: Apartment 307,
8 Sydenham Road, Mt Eden
1024, Auckland (09) 578
0125 or email mcgregors@
xtra.co.nz Member NZAMA
GET PUBLISHED with Writes
Hill Press. Writer Julia Millen
and editor/designer Lynn Peck
offer professional publishing
services. Contact: (04) 476
7370, www.writeshillpress.
co.nz, you can also find us on
Facebook.
GEOFF WALKER
PUBLISHING CONSULTANT
Highly experienced
former Penguin NZ
publisher. I offer editing,
manuscript assessment,
publishing consultancy,
self-publishing/e-book
options. Fiction and
non-fiction. Member NZAMA.
Contact: geoffwbooks@gmail.
com.
MANUSCRIPT
ASSESSMENTS – SUE
REIDY. Very experienced
assessor of adult fiction
and YA (teenage) fiction.
Published author of four
works of fiction (three books
internationally published).
Contact suereidy@gmail.com
(09) 378 8883
DIGITAL-FIRST
PUBLISHING FOR PRINT
AND EBOOKS From
manuscript or finished
book, publish and market
books and ebooks online.
Full-service publishing
support from Martin Taylor,
NZ's foremost digital

publishing expert. martin@
digitalpublishing101.com
FREELANCE EDITOR Over
30 years’ experience: general
fiction, short stories, thrillers,
romances, historicals, sci-fi,
plays, family histories, theses,
government documents.
References. Lesley Marshall,
Editline, 20 Beverley Cres.,
RD9, Whangarei 0179 Ph
(09) 434-6814, editline@
xtra.co.nz. Member NZAMA.
PROOFREADING Let me
check your work before
you release it to the world.
www.proofreader.kiwi.nz
SUE COPSEY, development
and copy editing. 20+ yrs in
publishing: 4 yrs senior editor
at Dorling Kindersley UK, 15
project manager for Pearson
NZ. Rates tailored to indie
budgets. www.suecopsey.com
PROOFREADER AND COPY
EDITOR Experienced, highly
qualified and competitively
priced. 15% discount for
NZSA members. Contact
me: patricia@bellbirdwords.
com or 021 048 0538. Visit
www.bellbirdwords.com to
find out more.
WRITERS’ RETREATS
MICHAEL KING WRITERS’
CENTRE Devonport,
Auckland – Accommodation
for writers. Bedroom with
private bathroom and desk.
Broadband. Suitable as
a quiet place to work or
as a base for research in
Auckland. Shared living
areas, usually with one other
writer in residence. $195
per week ($170 for NZSA
members), incl GST. One
week minimum. Lounge may
be available for small literary
events. Apply to manager@
writerscentre.org.nz or phone
09 445 8451.
MISCELLANEOUS
DRAMA ASSESSMENTS
write to Playmarket, Box
9767, Wellington, or email
info@playmarket.org.nz. The
fee for assessments is $190.

(PEN NEW ZEALAND INC) TE PUNI KAITUHI O AOTEAROA

PRESIDENT OF HONOUR:
Philip Temple
PRESIDENT:
Kyle Mewburn
NATIONAL COUNCIL DELEGATES
NORTHERN DISTRICTS:
Tui Allen
tui@tuiscope.co.nz
CENTRAL DISTRICTS:
Anna Mackenzie
amack@airnet.net.nz
WELLINGTON AND DISTRICTS:
Philippa Werry
werry@paradise.net.nz
CENTRAL AND NORTHERN
SOUTH ISLAND:
Jenny Haworth
jjhaworth@xtra.co.nz
OTAGO /SOUTHLAND:
Gay Buckingham
gaybuckingham@tuatara.net.nz
NORTHLAND BRANCH
BRANCH CHAIR
Margaret Cahill
margaret.cahill@clear.net.nz
SECRETARY
Phyll Holroyd
phyll.margaret@gmail.com
Branch meets on the 3rd Saturday of
every month, except for January.
Meeting venues change monthly so
please contact the chairperson or
secretary to find the next location.
AUCKLAND BRANCH
BRANCH CHAIR
Kirsten Warner
SECRETARY:
Thomas Ryan

thomasryanwriter@yahoo.com
Branch meets: 1st Friday of the
month. 6.15pm at Room WT1211,
12th Floor, AUT Tower, cnr Rutland
and Wakefield Streets, Auckland.

WELLINGTON BRANCH
BRANCH CHAIR
Catherine Robertson
SECRETARY
Rebecca Styles
Rebecca.styles.rs@gmail.com
Meetings are at Thistle Inn,
Mulgrave Street, Wellington.
TOP OF THE SOUTH BRANCH
BRANCH CHAIR
Sue Perkins
sueperkinsauthor@gmail.com
SECRETARY
Jean Gorman
jean_gorman@ihug.oc.nz
The branch committee meets
monthly
in Nelson or Blenheim, and regular
events are held in Nelson,
Marlborough and Golden Bay.
CANTERBURY BRANCH
BRANCH CHAIR
Kathleen Gallagher
doygalpress@yahoo.com
SECRETARY
Jill McCaw
soaringnz@mccawmedia.co.nz
Branch meets monthly.
Contact Jenny Haworth for
dates and times.
OTAGO/SOUTHLAND BRANCH
BRANCH CHAIR
Jackie Ballantyne
jgb2@xtra.co.nz
SECRETARY
Jackie Ballantyne
Branch meets on first Monday
of the month.
FOR DETAILS OF BRANCH MEETINGS
CONTACT THE BRANCH SECRETARY

CONSULTANCY SERVICE
Contact the National Office
director@nzauthors.org.nz

HAMILTON BRANCH
BRANCH CHAIR
Peter Dornauf
peterandclare@xtra.co.nz
SECRETARY
Tui Allen tui@tuiscope.co.nz
Branch meets on the 3rd Sunday of
each month 1.30pm at the Onyx
Cafe, 70 Alpha Street, Cambridge.

REPRESENTATIVES
PEN INTERNATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE
Dana Wensley Ph.D
WIP CO-ORDINATOR
Lesley Marshall
COPYRIGHT LICENSING
NEW ZEALAND
Vanda Symon and Tony Simpson

CENTRAL DISTRICTS BRANCH
BRANCH CHAIR
Mary-Anne Scott
mary-annescott@xtra.co.nz
SECRETARY
Anne Henderson
ahenderson8@clear.net.nz
Branch meets four times a year,
usually on Sunday pm.
Visitors welcome.

We also have representatives on the
Copyright Council, the Book Council
International Writers Committee,
the NZ Book Awards Trust Board,
the Book Week Trust Board, the
PLR Advisory Group, the Whitireia
Polytechnic Advisory Committee,
the Burns Fellowship Selection
Committee and the NorthTech
Advisory Council.

